
TRIP REPORT FORM
AGGIE SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

DATE: 12NOV22 CAVE: Deep & Punkin
SPECIFIC AREA: Punkin: descent & bone room; Deep: table room(yellow route)
TEAM LEADER: Jenna Crabtree, Jakob Denton, Evan Bowen
TEAM MEMBERS: Austin Vance, Caleb Crubaugh, Josie Shaw, John Piperato, Hannah
Walker, Daniel Newsome, Ashlyn Davison, YuChen Yang, Bianca Mendoza
TIME ENTERED: 11:30am/2:30pm EXIT TIME: 2:00pm/7:15pm

PURPOSE OF THE TRIP
Recreational and educational trip for the Aggie Speleologcial Society.

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR TRIP AND ANY SPECIAL OBSERVATION

We arrived to the cabin at roughly midnight on November 12 in a caravan. The
group split up to claim beds and set up tents.

We woke up at 8am on the 12th and split into chore groups. Gear was checked
and prepared by 10am. I then gave a safety and wellness check to the entire group.
Everyone was healthy and in good spirits. At roughly 10:45 am we departed the cabin
and began the walk to the caves. In the “parking lot” the Deep group and Punkin group
split.

Members began to assemble their gear while team leaders focused on rigging. I
was the final sign-off on gear checks before people made their descent. Evan and
Jakob rigged the first rope into Punkin and I checked it over and approved it. We rigged
the anchor point to a tree and then the primary anchors were the bolts. Everyone used
this rope to descend into Punkin except myself. I rigged a rope on the opposite side of
the pit using the same methodology. The tree was the second anchor with the bolts
being the primary. I descended on this rope.

When I arrived at the bottom of Punkin we took off vertical gear and went to
check out the bone room. We rigged a handline to assist with the vertical nature of
getting to the boneroom. At the bottom we found a single bat in the room. We all
dimmed our lights and left in a quick and quiet manner. After the boneroom we took a
few group pictures and then donned our vertical gear.

I ascended up the rope I rigged while the majority of people ascended on the
rope they descended on.



There are no accidents or injuries to report. We were all out of the cave at
roughly 2 pm. The old ASS members that were present offered to de-rig for us so we
could head to the next cave.

At 2:30 we arrived at Deep Cave. A few members tried passing the Rabbit Hole.
Myself and a few others were able to pass. Evan led, Jakob was in the middle, and I
brought up the end. We staggered members based off of experience. We followed the
yellow route to the table room. The entrance chamber was extremely slick due to recent
rains and members exercised extreme caution.

When in the table room we did a blackout and ate our cave snacks. Daniel
Newsome accidentally broke 2 stalagtites from the ceiling near where you begin to exit
the chamber. We left them on the floor underneath where they fell from the ceiling
without touching them with bare hands.

We exited the cave at 7:15 pm. There were no injuries to report.
At noon on the 13th we departed the cabin after following winter shut down

procedures. We additionally placed non-potable water stickers and cleared cat claws
from the area surrounding the cabin.

Thing to note would be this was Austin, John, Hannah, Daniel, Ashyln, YuChen,
and Bianca’s first vertical cave. They all did extremely well and made no mistakes on
rope.

In the future I think it would be helpful to start out by rigging two ropes for
descent in Punkin. We then could have two vertically competent members supervising
each rope from the top and one vertically competent member supervising from the
bottom. This would speed things up overall. Also we need to better about cycling people
throughout the cave. The majority of time was spent with people on rope or waiting to
be on rope. The chore groups were a success but perhaps the group sizes should be
changed to match the project tasked to each group.

In conclusion, this weekend was amazing for many reasons. As a caver it is
always a good time when I can get away and get underground. From an officer
perspective it was heartwarming to see so many new members reaching goals they set
for themselves while simultaneously caving with caution and respect. It’s comforting to
know that the next generation of officers are developing right in front of our eyes. As a
friend and fellow caver its always a wonderful sight to see those you care about doing
something they love and doing it well. My fellow officers and trip leaders put in time and
effort to make this a success and I am very thankful for that.



Jenna passing the Rabbit Hole. Photo taken by YuChen Yang.



Jenna checking gear prior to everyone dropping Punkin. Photo taken by YuChen Yang.



Jenna dropping Punkin. Photo taken by YuChen Yang.



Jenna giving the final safety explanation before members drop. Photo taken by Jakob
Denton.



The group departing the cabin heading towards the caves. Photo taken by Jenna
Crabtree.


